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Abstract 

The research examines the impact of the moral self – of what Charles Taylor calls ‘constitutive 

goods’ – on the political orientation and the political behavior of young adults in Greece with the 

use of advanced multivariate analysis methods: MCA, HCA, and conjoint analysis. The primary 

objective is to investigate how these constitutive goods and collective representations of 

democracy affect ideological identity and political mobilization. The main output of the research 

is a ‘semantic map’ representing the clustering of political behavior of young adults arranged 

around two dimensions or axis, i.e., the degree of interest (high - low), and the degree of 

polarization (right - left). 

The study aims to offer valuable contribution to the study of the impact of non-utilitarian 

factors, such as the pre-political perception of the self and of the public sphere, as well as gender 

roles, to voting behavior. The above contribution uses of innovative multivariable methodology 

which can serve as a tool of political behavior and political competition analysis in various 

environments. 
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1. Introduction 

Political culture refers to the meaning attributed to politics; to attitudes, beliefs, and sentiments 

which provide meaningful order to a political process, and to the underlying assumptions and 

rules that govern political action in a political system (e.g., Aronoff 2001, Bonnel et al. 1999, 

Berezin 1997, Gendzel 1997). While it is recognized that a political culture emerges as the 

product of both the body politic and the life histories of the members of that political community, 

research on political culture focuses much more on the fundamental values of a people, rather 

than on fundamental variations of the meaning of politics, or even the meaning of the public 

sphere, that divide the political community in profound, and sometimes divisive, ways. The 

presumption that the public sphere is shaped by competing interests of a people who otherwise 

shares a given political culture, has led political scientists to look for “national’‘ characteristics, 

which is to be found both in classical studies on political culture [e.g., Benedict (1934; 1946), 

Mead (1942; 1953), Gorer (1948; 1953; 1955), Fromm (1941), and Klineberg (1950)] and in 

more recent and refined studies of political culture [Almond and Verba (1963), Hanna (1964), 

Schramm (1964), Pye (1985, 1996), Kertzer (1996, 1988), Greif (1994), Putnam (1995), Aronoff 

(2002), Inglehart (2005), Clark, Golder, and Golder (2009)]. 

This definition and subsequent analysis of political culture has been expanded, on the one 

hand, and deepened, on the other, by a recent study on Greek political culture which places 

political culture in a civilizational framework and identifies the various political cultures 

emerging out of this framework as a constellation of selective affinities between personal moral 

principles and hegemonic public discourses (Marangudakis with Chadjipadelis 2019). In effect, 

the study argues that while there may be a basic, fundamental, agreement about the moral-

symbolic meaning of political life, of res publica, this agreement is not functional or operational 

in any way, since it constitutes an “a-rational”1 (to use Castoriadis’ nomenclature) vision of the 

meaning and ultimate purpose of communal life. Since this vision does not point to concrete 

action, but instead is fully self-referential, it invites a plurality of interpretations which emerge 

in unison with life-histories and collective representations which do point to concrete action. 

This “emerging” plurality is captured by Charles Taylor’s “constitutive goods” (Taylor, 1991: 91), 

goods which evaluate the dynamics of the public life and orient social actors toward the pursuing 

of political resources (“life-“ and “middle-range” goods in Taylor’s nomenclature). It is these sets 

of constitutive goods which turn formless visions of eternal truth to actual political identities and 

eventually political action. Following a model which traces the concretization of these 

constitutive goods the authors (in the case of Greece) identify one vision of a sacred out-worldly 

egalitarian communitas out of which emerge four sets of constitutive goods (ibid.: 262-283) 

animating in turn three sets of internalized code orientations (ibid.: 286-299), which lead to six 

concrete ethical political orientations (ibid. 305-316). In this vein the study identified the moral 
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sources and discursive manifestation of specific political orientations: of clientelism, anarchic 

individualism, collectivism, civility, and populism.  

The study at hand is a further exploration of the meaning attributed to political action seen 

through the lens of this structuralist-semiotic approach. The study seeks to delineate and analyze 

the various existential orientations young citizens identify with, and the meaning they attribute 

to the body politic and to political action which emerge out of these orientations.  

Political Cultures in Greece 

Regarding Greek political culture in general, a plethora of research programs and individual 

studies have examined various aspects of it extensively (e.g., EKKE 1988, EKKE 1990, Demertzis 

1994, Lyrintzis et al 1996, as well as European social research utilized in Kafetzis et al 2007). In 

1994 an attempt was made to summarize the, allegedly, three central features of Greek attitudes 

toward politics: first, the over-politicization of the Greeks; second, the peculiar mix of the private 

and the public spheres resulting in the under-development of the civil society and the “over-

development” of the state; and third the strong presence of traditional elements, such as 

clientelism, in the public sphere (Demertzis 1994). And while the first feature seems to follow 

the temporal levels of political tension, the other two features are still confirmed by most 

research studies (e.g., Mouzelis and Pagoulatos 2003; Pantazopoulos 2007; Sotiropoulos 2007; 

Marangudakis with Chadjipantelis 2019).  

Regarding political culture, the most influential study is the “theory of cultural dualism” 

proposed by Diamantouros (2000). This theory claims that Greek politics is shaped by a 

diachronic struggle between two antagonistic social groups, each one of which incorporates a 

distinct cultural outlook. Accordingly, the theory suggests that most of the Modern Greek 

political divisions can be explained by the presence of a single antagonism between “reformists” 

and “underdogs” who are animated by opposing sets of values. The underdogs share pre-modern 

traditional identities, with a defensive understanding of the world around them, and are in favor 

of isolationism and perpetuation of traditional morality and social order. On the other hand, the 

“reformists” are liberals, share a modern cultural identity, and support a reformist agenda.  

As for youth culture(s), the subject has been quite extensively examined and analyzed though 

not in the framework of general political culture. Instead, it has been examined as a sui generis 

phenomenon, especially in the context of the Greek crisis (e.g., Sotiris 2010, Psimitis 2011, 

Koronaiou et al. 2015, Sakelariou 2015, Magioglou 2008, Karageorgou et al. 2018, Chalari 2020). 

These studies stress youth’s disaffection with the political and social system and, as a result, the 

antinomian, even revolutionary, political identity the crisis has nourished amongst them. The 

Greek youth’s tendency for deviant social action has also been supported by a series of social 
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studies concerning the Greek familial symbolic and organizational structures (Chtouris et al. 

2006, Iosafat 2010, Ramfos 2020) whereas perception of the family as “a shelter from the 

external world” and ethics of over-protection encourage undue expectations  and unconstrained 

aspirations.  A consequence of such upbringing is the relative deprivation, or disaffection, of the 

youth with the reality they eventually face in their 20s and 30s as they enter the job market as 

well as the political structures of the country, structures which are characterized by the 

pathologies of amoral familism and clientelism (Tsoukalas 1993).            

The widespread youth riots of December 2008 in Athens at the aftermath of the killing of a 

16 year old by a rogue police officer, the political support the Greek youth offered to the radical 

right and the radical left in the two 2015 general elections (Andreadis and Stavrakakis 2019), 

and the strong presence of anarchist action and anarchist groups and culture in Greece today 

also stand witness to the apparent strong antinomian tendencies amongst the Greek youth today. 

Yet, as there are no studies to relate the wider Greek politico-cultural orientations to youth 

cultures we can only hypothesize that the three “binary” characteristics  of over-/under-

politicalization, traditionalism/modernization, and weak civility/strong statism also 

characterize the Greek youth, possibly with a strong dose of antinomianism.     

Methodology 

In a nutshell the study explores the “chain of meaning” from cultural patterns to the actual 

political behavior of the Greek youth. To trace this chain, we use as empirical research reference 

point the European Union Elections of 2019 and identify correlations between political ideology 

and mobilization, political awareness and party preferences, perception of democracy and 

preferences of constitutive goods. The overall outcome of the analysis is portrayed in a semantic 

map which depicts the symbolic and the organizational coordinates of the political self. To 

facilitate data collection, we administered a questionnaire consisting of four sections.  

The first section includes demographic questions such as gender, age, region of origin and 

field of study. Age and region of origin were not used as these two variables showed no significant 

internal variation. The questionnaire, consisting of 16 closed type questions and statements, was 

completed by 3,780 students (17 to 25 years of age, of whom 40% were males and 60% females) 

of two Greek universities in the city of Thessaloniki (the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and 

the University of Macedonia) in April 2019, a month prior to the EU elections of 05/05/2019.  

For the analysis of the responses advanced multivariate methods of analysis were employed. 

More specifically, Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA), Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) 

and Analyse Factorielle des Correspondences (AFC) (Benzécri, 1973/1976) were applied to 

delineate the political behavior of the sample set, after which we employed Conjoint Analysis to 
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detect the cultural factors that determine the students’ vote.  

All in all, three issues were addressed: First, whether (high/low) political mobilization is 

predicated on (a) self-identification on “left-right” poles of the political spectrum, (b) awareness 

of the current state of politics (high/low), (c) sources of information (media, family, friends etc.) 

and (d) gender cultural patterns (male/female). Second, whether the emerging type of political 

mobilization is attached to a “political self” (Marangudakis with Chadjipadelis, 2019), a 

mobilization which incorporates core moral orientations toward a specific type of democracy 

the individual identifies with (religious or secular, open or closed, intimate or anonymous, 

tangible or imagined), and a corresponding set of “middle-range life-goods” such as the 

individual’s mobilization patterns, political interests and voting behavior. Third, the relative 

weight of four factors party identity, actual candidates, political issues addressed, and the 

prospect of coalition [(see further below]) (Chadjipadelis, 2011) that potentially affect young 

people’s voting choice by detecting latent preferences which are not stated in a closed-type 

questionnaire.  

The results of the three issues addressed were integrated / collated in a “semantic map” 

which provides a visualization of the dynamics involved in the political outlook of an individual. 

It reveals the overall typologies formed and positions these typologies within a cartesian 

coordinate system allowing for an examination of the overall “political self” of young citizens in 

Greece.  

The second section includes evaluations of the respondents’ level of political interest, ways 

they choose to be mobilized when facing political issues, their intentions to vote or to abstain 

from voting at the EU elections, their attitude toward the EU, their level of their political 

awareness, regular sources of information about current politics and their positioning on the 

left-right political axis (0-10). All of these variables were either nominal or ordinal.  

The third section consists of two sets of pictures; the first set, comprised twelve pictures of 

various  forms of “democracy” (see Appendix) which represent various forms of People’s will; 

the second set comprises various “constitutive goods” that is, twelve “modes of good existence”, 

either “naturalistic” or “expressivist”, Taylor’s two major moral sources of modern life (1989: 

495–6). Naturalism consists of the rational self-interpretation of the “affirmation of ordinary 

life”, which designates those aspects of human life concerned with “production and reproduction, 

that is, labor, the making of the things needed for life, and our life as sexual beings, including 

marriage and the family” (Taylor, 1989: 211). Expressivism, on the other hand, stands against 

the one-sided rationality of naturalism since the moral source of a meaningful life lies in the deep 

inwardness of human feelings and emotions expressing either the authenticity of the self or of 

the community. Here, the moral source is an inner voice, a creative imagination of the individual 

(Taylor, 1989: 368–90).  Taylor’s naturalism and expressivism, the intentional struggle for 
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originality, provides us with a valuable theoretical tool to analyze in their own terms the moral 

sources of the Greek political culture. For this purpose, twelve pictures were chosen to represent 

twelve manifestations of either naturalism (pics 5, 8, 9) or various popular Greek forms of 

expressivism (the rest of the pictures), religious or secular, peaceful or violent, individualist or 

communalist. 

The respondents were asked to choose three pictures from each set. For each picture a 

binomial variable (0-not selected / 1-selected) was used. For the analysis we used Hierarchical 

Cluster analysis and Analysis Factorial des Correspondences.  

The final and fourth section of the questionnaire consists of a set of eight different scenarios, 

each of which prioritizes in alternative forms the four major factors that contribute to voting 

choice (party, candidate, political program and selection of party based upon the party’s 

intention toward forming of a multi-party coalition. These scenarios were analysed using 

Conjoint Analysis.  

For the formulation of the semantic map, we analyzed the data in two steps, using 

Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) and Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) as they were 

used in previous studies (Chadjipadelis, 2015, 2017), using the innovative program ’M.A.D.’ 

[Méthodes de l’ Analyse des Données] developed by Karapistolis (Karapistolis, 2010). In the first 

stage, through the HCA process, we categorized respondents/subjects into distinct groups 

according to their response patterns, getting a cluster membership variable. We examined the 

behaviour typology of each group to detect the contribution weight of each variable to the 

clusters. The number of clusters was determined using the empirical criterion emerging from 

the change between-cluster inertia and total inertia when moving from a partition with r clusters 

to a partition with r-1 clusters, a method developed by Papadimitriou and Florou (1996). In the 

second stage of the analysis, we analyzed the cluster membership variable together with the 

existing variables through Multiple Correspondence Analysis. For this we drew on the Burt 

table 2  (Greenacre, 2007). We positioned all associations among the categories on a set of 

orthogonal axes, attempting to minimize loss of information from the Burt table. We again 

applied HCA to determine the coordinates of categories along the factorial axes. As such, we 

clustered as variables, where previously we clustered the subjects. By clustering the variable 

response categories, we detected discourses for each variable. 

In current analysis, we processed the above steps for three groups of variables (E13 – the 

information source, E14 – the definition of democracy and E15 – constitutive goods). To produce 

the final output, the overall behavioural semantic map, we created a table including the three 

output variables (E13, E14 and E15) as well as all other variables addressing demographics and 

political behaviour. Following this, the semantic map revealed the overall political features of the 

groups of respondents. 
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Variables used for the semantic map 

• E21E (field of study) 1: Humanities, 2: Science, 3: Arts, 4:  Social studies, 5: Health science 
• Ε25 (gender) 1: Male, 2: Female 
• Ε4Ν (self-identification on the left-right political axis) 1: Left, 2: Centre, 3: Right 
• Ε5 (willingness to vote): 1: I will vote (decided), 2: I will vote (not decided yet), 3: 

Invalid/Blank, 4:  Abstention 
• Ε11 (political mobilization): 1: I personally address the authorities, 2: I participate with 

others in collective action, 3: I take action through Social Media, 4: I allow the authorities to 
do their job, 5: I do not know / I do not respond 

• Ε12 (interest in politics): 1: Very much, 2: Quite, 3: A little, 4: Not at all 
• PK (political awareness): 1: Low, 2: Moderate, 3: High 
• Ε13Ν (political info source): Clusters 1-5 
• GE14 (definition of democracy): Clusters 1-8 
• GE15 (constitutive goods): Clusters 1-9 

Analysizing Definitions of Democracy 

We provided the sample set with a set of twelve different pictures3 and asked the participants 

to choose the three images that approximate their conceptions of “democracy”. Each 

combination of pictures represents a vision of democracy (Marangudakis with Chadjipadelis 

2019: 331). Using AFC and CAH partitions, the twelve pictures were divided into four clusters 

[1803, 1788, 1804, 1805)  

 
Diagram 1: Dendrogram of variables (definitions on democracy) 
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Cluster Description 

Cluster 1 Public protest 

Cluster 2  Corruption, church mass 

Cluster 3  anarchist rioting,  the Polytechnic Uprising,  revolution 

Cluster 4 
 ancient Athens,  e-democracy,  the Parliament,  municipal government,  

voluntarism 

Table 1: Four (4) clusters/discourses of the political self, according to definitions of democracy 

To group the respondents, we applied Hierarchical Cluster Analysis to the matrix, placing 

subjects along rows and variables along columns. In calculating cluster weights, we checked the 

contribution of each variable to the cluster through chi-square tests (a significance level at 0.05). 

Results 

The analysis reveals four clusters, each as a definition of Democracy. Cluster 1 identifies 

Democracy with perpetual public protest, a polemic representation of Democracy which frames 

the “democrats” as a constant source of struggle against the state and the government, 

represented in the public sphere with widely circulated leftist slogans such as “Come on People, 

don’t bent your head, the only way forward is resistance and struggle”. Cluster 2 identifies 

Democracy through the combination of a white-collar person pocketing money (see pic 9) with 

religious mass (pic 12). The cluster suggests the prioritizing of an authentic (in the religious 

sense) congregation of people over the moneyed elite. It represents quite vividly the Orthodox 

symbolic representation of the “outside world” as sinful and treacherous vis-à-vis the tranquility 

and authenticity of the religious “eternal Eden” (du Boulay and Williams, 1987). The recent 

statement of a Greek Orthodox bishop that “the sinfulness of the State breeds sin and 

corruption”4 is an example of this worldview. Cluster 3 identifies Democracy with the hoi polloi’s 

violent/revolutionary confrontation with the state inspired by the iconic event of the Polytechnic 

Uprising in 1973, in the midst of the Greek dictatorship. The cluster represents the continues 

fascination of the Greek Left with the “unfinish revolution” captured in the rhyming (in Greek) 

slogan “bread, education, freedom, the junta did not end in 1973”. Cluster 4 identifies Democracy 

with various forms of popular representation (but not with “direct democracy”, pic.3, which is 

the vision of the anarchist/leftist movements) and with the iconic ancient Athenian democracy. 

This cluster represents the idea that the spirit of the ancient Greek democracy still lives today in 

the form of modern, representative, democracy, and thus legitimates the latter.        

In step two of the analysis by using HCA we get eight groups of students [GE141, GE142, 

GE143, GE144, GE145, GE146, GE147, GE148], with the variable categories (responses). In 
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Table 2, for each cluster we indicate in yellow the variable which corresponds to the picture 

which has significant effect to the creation of the group. For example, the probability for 

respondents in cluster j, to choose picture i (if highlighted in yellow) is higher than choosing 

any other non-highlighted picture (see E14 in Appendix). So each cluster is defined by the 

selected pictures (left row). 

 

Diagram 2: Dendrogram of subjects (perceptions on Democracy) 

Picture-Concept GE141 GE142 GE143 GE144 GE145 GE146 GE147 GE148 

Public protest         

 ancient Athens         

 direct democracy         

e-democracy         

 the Parliament         

 anarchist rioting         

 municipal 

government 
        

 voluntarism         

 corruption         

 the Polytechnic         
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Uprising 

 revolution         

 church mass         

 

Table 2: Respondents' cluster profiles (definition on democracy) 

The first group (GE141) is animated by the Polytechnic Uprising against the junta regime in 1973 

and considers Democracy as violent confrontation against the “corrupted regime” of the Greek 

representative democracy.  The second group (GE142) identifies Democracy with the religious 

congregation, and thus with the Orthodox ideal of Ecclesia (Meyendorff 2012).  The third group 

(GE143) identifies Democracy with the ancient ideal, which the group relates to the 

parliamentary processes of national and local representation. The fourth group (GE144) 

identifies Democracy with secular corruption and the Ecclesia, portraying a more negative stand 

toward secularism. The fifth group (GE145) combines Protest, the Polytechnic Uprising and 

Revolution, which sets it side-by-side with GE141. The sixth group (GE146) identifies Democracy 

squarely with e-democracy. The seventh group (GE147) identifies Democracy with Direct 

Democracy, Public Protest and the Polytechnic Uprising, thus placing direct democracy in 

confrontation with systemic, representational, democracy. And last, the group GE148 

incorporates protest with representational democracy, thus positioning strife as an endemic 

feature of representational democracy. 

In all, one cluster supports the actual, peaceful, representative democracy (GE143), one other 

holds that confrontation is an organic part of democracy (GE148). The rest of the groups either 

ignore representative democracy (GE142, GE146) or reject it with disdain (GE141, GE144, 

GE145).     

Analyzing Constitutive Goods 

As in E14 (above), the respondents were asked to choose three out of the provided twelve 

pictures5 that ’represent‘ these goods (E15). Analysis, as described above, reveals four groups of 

pictures (variables) and nine groups of students (subjects) [GE151, GE152, GE153, GE154, 

GE155, GE156, GE157, GE158]. Here, we examined the variable categories (responses) 

connected to these groups. 
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Diagram 3: Dendrogram of variables (constitutive goods) 

Cluster Description 

Cluster 1 Civil violence, “we are anonymous”, collective protest 

Cluster 2 scientific exploration, the naturalist wonderer, meditation, entertainment 

Cluster 3  Orthodox religion, family life, sensuality 

Cluster 4  militarism, money 

 

Table 3: Four (4) clusters/discourses of constitutive goods 

 

The clusters portray four different sets of moral goods and thus visions of the “good life” each 

one of which, according to Taylor, offer a “common cultural continuum” which minimize internal 

contradictions of the moral self (Taylor, 1989: 487–90, 504; 1991: 67–9). Cluster 1 portrays a 

“political-revolutionary” self, committed to a perpetual struggle with the enemies of the People. 

Cluster 2 portrays a self-reflective, modern, self who seeks self-fulfillment in personal growth 

and scientific wonders and breakthroughs. Cluster 3 portrays the naturalist self who seeks self-

fulfillment in the “traditional” communities of Church and family and the pleasures of the flesh. 

And, finally, Cluster 4 portrays a self, attracted by “naked power” of brute force and money.   

In step two of the analysis, we connected nine groups of students [GE151, GE152, GE153, 
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GE154, GE155, GE156, GE17, GE158, GE159], with the variable categories (responses). In Table 

4, clusters are created and defined by the yellow highlighted categories. The yellow indicates that 

these respondents selected the picture-concept (left row). 

 

Diagram 4: Dendrogram of subjects (personal values) 

 

Picture-

Concept 

GE15

1 

GE15

2 

GE15

3 

GE15

4 

GE15

5 

GE15

6 

GE15

7 

GE15

8 

GE15

9 

Civil violence          

 “we are 

anonymous” 
         

 Orthodox 

religion 
         

 militarism          

 money          

 scientific 

exploration 
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 the naturalist 

wonderer 
         

 family life          

 sensuality          

 meditation          

 collective 

protest 
         

 

entertainmen

t 

         

Table 4: Respondents' cluster profiles (personal values) 

The first cluster (GE151) collates three items of confrontation against the political system; 

the second (GE152) collection of items denote personal power (here religion underlies a 

religious identity as a weapon rather than of pietistic self-reflection); the third cluster (GE153) 

suggests a “new age” individualist approach of personal growth; the fourth cluster (GE154) 

suggests a traditional sense of comfortable life; the fifth cluster (GE155) exposes inclination 

toward protest and suspicion without violence; the sixth cluster (GE156) represents conceptions 

of a rather rational approach to self-growth; the seventh cluster (GE157) signifies another 

traditionalist personal outlook; the eighth cluster (GE158) reflects utilitarian ‘new age’ 

individualism; and the ninth cluster contains items denoting, in Charles Taylor’s words, a clear 

affirmation of ordinary life” (year: 211-285).   

In all, there are two collectivist-confrontational clusters (GE151, GE155), one egoistic-

aggressive whereas religion assumes an aggressive identity (GE152), one cluster (GE153) 

collates the two post-materialist values, one cluster (GE157) reflects the traditional 

representation of well-being, while the rest combine various items of personal growth and 

earthly pleasures. Interestingly enough, the Orthodox religiosity is not combined with items of 

spiritual growth but stands as a static identity around which either an aggressive-selfish, or an 

in-worldly contented self, is imagined.     

Analyzing Sources of Information 

Following the same methodology, we locate the sources that young voters choose in order to be 

informed about politics.  
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Diagram 5: Dendrogram of subjects (information sources) 

 

Cluster Description 

Cluster 1 TV, radio, social media, online media 
Cluster 2 Newspapers, magazine 
Cluster 3 Family and relatives 
Cluster 4 Friends and social circle 
Cluster 5 Not informed 

Table 5: Five (5) clusters of respondents based on the information source of their choice 

In all, we identified five main clusters of subjects. In the process, we distinguished those who 

prefer to be informed by mass media platforms such as TV, radio and the internet (Cluster 1), 

those who read the printed press (Cluster 2), those who receive information by their family and 

relatives (Cluster 3), and those who are informed by the network of their friends (Cluster 4). We 

placed those who do not receive any information at all in a separate group (Cluster 5). 

The Semantic Map 

Using MCA in the second step of the analysis, as described in the methodology section, all value 

levels (categories) of variables were summarized into a space of lower dimensionality.  

The table below presents the results for each variable level for the four main axes 

(dimensions) derived from MCA. For each axis, the coordinates (#F1, #F2, #F3, #F4), the quality 

of the representation for variables on the factor map (COR) and the contributions (in percentage 
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0/00) of the variables to the definition of the dimensions. According to Benzécri (1992), to 

consider that a factor level is significant for the formation of an axis (dimension), the COR should 

exceed 200 and CTR should exceed (1000/(Total number of factor levels+1). In the analysis the 

number of factor levels equals 49, therefore CTR should exceed 1000/49=20.4  In table 6, only 

the significant factor levels are given. 

IND #F1 COR CTR #F2 COR CTR #F3 COR CTR #F4 COR CTR 

E21E1         349 515 139     
E21E2         -268 315 84     
E21E3                 
E21E4                 
E21E5                 
Ε251         -237 282 73 -207 215 67 
Ε252         144 282 45 126 215 40 
E4N1 453 420 87 -402 329 101         
E4N2 -225 565 57             
E4N3     521 469 134         
Ε51 366 485 81             
Ε52                 
Ε53                 
Ε54                 

Ε111                 
Ε112 636 541 118             
Ε113                 
Ε114                 
Ε115                 
Ε121 768 570 129             
Ε122                 
Ε123 -201 265 33             
Ε124 -365 203 39         -385 226 95 

GE141                 
GE142         574 361 130     
GE143                 
GE144     505 208 61     -535 232 101 
GE145 385 200 39             
GE146                 
GE147                 
GE148                 
GE151                 
GE152                 
GE153                 
GE154                 
GE155         548 392 138     
GE156     386 204 56         
GE157                 
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GE158                 
GE159         -368 261 83     
e13n1                 
e13n2 449 303 56             
e13n3                 
e13n4                 
e13n5             -618 333 144 

pk1                
pk2                 
pk3 445 233 45                   

Table 6: The Coordinates and the contribution of the values of all variables on the four main 

axes (dimensions derived from MCA 

 

Table 7: The codebook below assists in the comprehension of the results of MCA 

The four main axis F1, F2, F3 and F4 which we get from MCA and are presented in Table 6, are 

E21E1 Humanities

E21E2 Science

E21E3 Arts

E21E4 Social studies

E21E5 Health science

Ε251 Male

Ε252 Female

E4N1 Left

E4N2 Centre

E4N3 Right

Ε51 I will vote (decided)

Ε52 I will vote (not decided yet)

Ε53 Invalid/Blank

Ε54 Abstention

Ε111
I personally address the 

authorities

Ε112
I participate with others in 

collective mobilizations

Ε113
I take action through Social 

Media

Ε114
I let the authorities to do their 

job

Ε115
I do not know / I do not answer

Ε121 very much

Ε122 quite

Ε123 a little

Ε124 not at all

pk1 low

pk2 moderate

pk3 high

political 

awareness

field of study

gender

self-

identification 

on the left-right 

attitude to the 

elections

political 

mobilization

interest in 

politics

GE141
anarchist rioting, corruption, the Polytechnic 

Uprising, revolution

GE142 church mass

GE143
ancient Athens, the Parliament, municipal 

government

GE144 corruption, church mass

GE145
Public protest, the Polytechnic Uprising, 

revolution

GE146 e-democracy

GE147
Public protest, direct democracy, the 

Polytechnic Uprising

GE148

Public protest,  ancient Athens, the 

Parliament, voluntarism, the Polytechnic 

Uprising

GE151
Civil violence, “we are anonymous”, 

collective protest

GE152
“we are anonymous”, Orthodox religion, 

militarism, money

GE153 the naturalist wonderer, meditation

GE154 family life, sensuality, entertainment

GE155 “we are anonymous”, collective protest

GE156
scientific exploration, the naturalist 

wonderer

GE157 Orthodox religion, family life, sensuality

GE158
money, scientific exploration, the naturalist 

wonderer

GE159
the naturalist wonderer, family life, 

sensuality, entertainment

e13n1 TV, radio, social media, online media

e13n2 Newspapers, magazines

e13n3 Family and relatives

e13n4 Friends and social circle

e13n5 Not informed

definition of 

democracy

constitutive 

goods

political info 

source
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described as follows: 

‐ The 1st dimension explains 12.2% of the total inertia6  of the phenomenon and reveals 
the polarization, that is to say the strong antithesis between two opposite groups or set 
of beliefs or opinions,  between {E4N1, Ε51, Ε112, Ε121, GE145, e13n2, pk3} and {E42, 
Ε123, Ε124} 
{Left, I will vote, I participate in collective mobilizations, very much interested in politics, 
(Public Protest, Polytechnic uprising, revolution), (newspapers, magazines), high 
political awareness} and Centre, {a little, not at all political awareness} 

‐ The 2nd dimension explains 8.25% of the inertia of the phenomenon and is created by 
the polarization between {E4N1} and {E4N3, GE144, GE156} 
{Left} and {Right, (corruption, church mass), (scientific exploration, the naturalist 
wonderer)} 

‐ The 3rd dimension explains 6,6% of the inertia of the phenomenon and reveals the 
polarization between {E21E1, Ε252, GE142, GE155} and {E21E2, Ε251, GE159} 
{Humanities, female, (church mass), (“we are anonymous”, collective protest)} and 
{Science, male, (the naturalist wonderer, family life, sensuality, entertainment)} 

‐ The 4th dimension explains 5,55 % of the total inertia of the phenomenon, and reveals 
the polarization between {E252} and {Ε251, Ε124, GE144, e13n5}  
{Female} and {Male, not at all interested in politics, (corruption, church mass), not 
informed} 

We apply HCA to the coordinates of variable categories addressing the total number of axis 

deriving from MCA. Αs shown in table 8, five behavioral clusters/profiles emerge. 

Variable Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile 3 Profile 4 Profile 5 

   Male Female  

Field of 
Study 

  

Social Studies 

Humanities  
Health Science 
Arts 
Science 

Self 
Identification 
on the left-
right political 
axis 

Right Left  Centre 

 

Wllingness to 
vote 

Will vote and 
have decided 

  

Will vote but 
undecided or 
blank/invalid 
or absention 
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Interest in 
Politics 

Very much  Quite A little Not at all 

Political 
awareness 

High  Moderate Low  

Political 
mobilization 

 

I participate 
with others in 
collective 
mobilizations 

I personally 
address the 
authorities 

I take action 
through social 
meda 

I do not 
know / I do 
not answer 

I let the 
authorities do 
their job 

Information 
source 

Newspapers 
and magazines 

 TV, radio, web 
Family or 
friends 

None 

Definition on 
democracy 

(Corruption, 
Church mass) 

(Anarchist 
rioting, 
corruption, the 
Polytechnic 
uprising,  
revolution],  

[ancient 
Greece, the 
Parliament, 
municipal 
government] 

[e-democracy], 
[public protest, 
direct 
democracy, the 
Polytechnic 
uprising],  

 

[public protest, 
the Polytechnic 
uprising, 
revolution] 

[public protest, 
ancient Greece, 
the Parliament, 
voluntarism, 
the Polytechnic 
uprising] 

Constitutive 
goods 

[“we are 
anonymous,” 
Orthodox 
religion, 
militarism,  
money] 

[civil violence, 
“we are 
anonymous”, 
collective, 
protest],  
 

[the naturalist 
wanderer, 
family life, 
sensuality, 
entertainment] 

[“we are 
anonymous”, 
collective, 
protest],  

 

[scientific 
exploration, the 
naturalist 
wonderer] 

[the naturalist 
wonderer, 
meditation] 

[Orthodox 
religion, family 
life, sensuality],  

[family life, 
sensuality, 
entertainment] 

[money, 
scientific 
exploration, the 
naturalist 
wanderer] 

Table 8: Five behavioral profiles and description of their characteristics 

We project all the variable levels and the groups on the orthogonal two-dimensional space 
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defined by the two main axes to produce the semantic map (diagram 6). 

The horizontal axis depicts the first factorial axis derived from MCA and represents the 

polarization between Profiles 1,2 and Profiles 3,4,5. In other words, it represents the polarization 

between high political awareness, high political interest, voting intention, and affirmative 

decision to vote, vs. their opposites. A small sub-group of those with no political interest, 

awareness or information (Profile 5) appears to be distinct within the larger group of Profile 4. 

The vertical axis depicts the bipolarity between Profiles 1 and 2, as well as the bipolarity 

between Profiles 3 vs. Profile 4 and 5 (see Table 8 above). In all, the semantic map (below) 

displays five distinct groups of individuals.  

 

Diagram 6 Semantic map 

Each of these groups is characterized by a distinct constellation of social actors cum symbolic 

representations of the public sphere and pathways through which the individual approaches 

politics.  

Profile 1 represents the traditionalist, pragmatic, aggressive, politically aware individual who 

considers Democracy to be a static representation of a religious (Orthodox) community obliged 

to operate in a fallen, corrupted, world. The individual accepts this particular representation of 

a religious (Orthodox) community as a given and is ready to make the best out of it.   
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Profile 2 represents the Jacobin political self: An activist who considers democracy, or at least 

its liberal version, to be corrupted, but rather than accepting it as an inevitability, as does Profile 

1, he/she struggles to replace it with a virtuous, “people’s”, regime, while preference for the 

“naturalist wonderer” and “meditation” suggests a preference for post-materialist, personal 

growth, values. In this context, the orientation of the self to “sensuality’ and “entertainment” 

might have a revolutionary rather than a purely “materialist”, hedonistic, connotation; instead of 

embracing the hedonistic values of modernity, the individual that emerges out of these moral 

selective affinities may infer to the counter-culture and non-conformist lifestyles of the leftist 

youth, and in particular to their elements of hedonism and escapism (Frei, 2008).  

Profile 3 is male-specific. According to it, the individual symbolically links today’s 

representative democracy with the “ideal” of ancient Athenian democracy, and although he is 

interested in the political process, he remains an onlooker (e.g. “let the politicians deal with 

politics”). The profile suggests an individual who is satisfied with the status quo, takes democracy 

for granted, and focuses on his private world.  

Profile 4 is female-specific. According to it, the individual has little interest in politics and 

concentrates fully on her private life.  

Profile 5 has no actual profile as it is fully oblivious of politics. As expected, neither Profile 4 

nor Profile 5 consider themselves as either Right or Left. 

Selection Criteria of Vote 

Conjoint Analysis as an analytical method enables the researcher to recognise the latent 

dynamics of each factor, and the extent to which each one of these factors contributes to the final 

decision of the voter. With conjoint analysis, the respondent is not directly asked to evaluate each 

factor, but rather, to arrange various scenarios in a descending order, each one with different 

factorial gravity. 

Respondents were required to arrange, in a descending order of preference, eight scenarios 

which prioritize in different ways the four major factors that contribute to their final selection of 

vote (preferring a specific party, the candidates of the parties, issues the parties address, and the 

willingness of a party to enter a coalition). 
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Factors Contribution 

Parties  0,291 
Candidates 0.180 
Issues 0.296 
Coalition 0.233 

Table 9: Contribution of each factor in vote decision 

Running Conjoint Analysis “potential coalition” appears to be the top factor (29.6%).  The 

second factor, “Parties” is almost equally important (29.1%) to the first; “political issues” comes 

third (23,3%), while the actual “candidates”, is the least important (18%) in vote decision.  

 

Diagram 7: Contribution of each factor in vote decision 

The analysis of the criteria for voting reveals that the attitude of parties towards a coalition 

and the identity of a party appear to be the most important factors, while candidates play a small 

part in their decision to vote. 

Conclusion 

Analysis of the political attitudes and electoral behavior of young voters in Greece suggests that 

there are five distinct political cultures which reflect five comprehensive moral stands vis-à-vis 

the political community, incorporating in the process moral self-identification, political ideology, 

definition of democracy, mobilization, and voting behavior. The most politically aware cultures 

are shaped by the Left-Right divide which acts as a motivational factor of political interest. Yet, 

this motivation is clearly informed by the respective ideology itself, shaping in turn the outlook 

of the individual. In details:  
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The “Rightist” is individualist, concerned with politics but not keen to be mobilized in 

movements of protest, has a pragmatic, almost cynical, understanding of politics as access to 

power, distinguishes between the pure (the religious) and the polluted (the secular) spheres, 

respects formal authority (money, army, church) and considers nature to be a source of both self-

awareness and meaning. 

The “Leftist” is collectivist, oriented toward collective mobilization and movements of 

protest, considers politics to be an arena of a revolutionary struggle between the People and 

their enemies, and assumes an expressivist/hedonistic moral stand in his/her everyday life. 

The other two significant cultures (the fifth has no social features) are shaped by gender:  The 

“Male” culture is individualist, moderately interested in politics, supporter of representative, 

formal, forms of democracy, informed by public media, and carrier of naturalist and materialist 

values. 

Finally, the “Female” culture is collectivist, politically centrist, with little interest in politics, 

supporter of collective action and protest movements, supporter of both representative and 

direct democratic forms, family oriented, and carrier of a set of conservative-naturalist values. 

In both respects, the study suggests that Greek youth political cultures are “conservative” in 

that they reflect long-standing patterns of adult Greek political participation (for indications of 

political cultures see Voulgaris, 2013) even though the present study specifies in detail the 

particular features of this participation as five different cultures. But perhaps the most 

interesting conclusion is that while the analysis suggests there are five political cultures, as far 

as acceptance of liberal democracy is concerned, there are only two: The Left-wing political 

culture and the rest. While the latter accepts the meaning and purpose of liberal democracy, that 

is, politics as a practical means to deal with matters of public interest or a means to achieve 

power, the Left does not. Instead, it perceives politics as struggle of apocalyptic proportions 

against liberal democracy; a struggle that demands the full attention and polemic commitment 

of the political person. And the source of this political culture, as far as the Greek youth is 

concerned, is not some distinctive moral stand or predisposition, but the Left ideology itself. 

Thus, research on the antinomian character of the Greek youth carried out the last twenty years 

is partially confirmed. While not all Greek youth is rebellious, the leftist Greek youth certainly is. 
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Appendix  

E14. What does “Democracy” mean to you? - Choose three (3) of the following pictures.  
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Ε15. Choose three (3) of the following pictures which best represent you. 
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1 Castoriadis, C. 1987. The Imaginary Institution of Society. Cambridge: Polity Press. p. 142. 
2 The Burt table is used to cross-tabulate variables via-a-vis each other, being a symmetric, generalized contingency 

table. 
3 Public protest; ancient Athens; direct democracy; electronic (e-)democracy; the Parliament; anarchist rioting; 

municipal government; voluntarism; corruption; the Polytechnic Uprising (the uprising against the junta regime 
in Athens, 1973, representing the “unfinished” People’s reaction against all kinds of “authoritative” rule); 
revolution; church mass.  

4  https://www.pentapostagma.gr/ekklisia/pneymatika-ofelima/6980346_morfoy-neofytos-i-asebeia-toy-kratoys-
fernei-hreokopia-sto  

5 Civil violence: “We Are Anonymous”; Orthodox religion; militarism; money; scientific exploration; the naturalist 
wonderer; family life; sensuality; meditation; collective protest; entertainment.  They represent naturalist and 
expressivist, as well as material and post-material constitutive goods, or in Inglehart’s (2005) nomenclature, 
values. For a detailed description of the methodology on constitutive goods see Marangudakis with Chadjipadelis 
2019: 262-273. 

6 Inertia is the weighted average of the Chi-square distances between the row profiles and their average profile 
(Greenacre 1984) 

https://www.pentapostagma.gr/ekklisia/pneymatika-ofelima/6980346_morfoy-neofytos-i-asebeia-toy-kratoys-fernei-hreokopia-sto
https://www.pentapostagma.gr/ekklisia/pneymatika-ofelima/6980346_morfoy-neofytos-i-asebeia-toy-kratoys-fernei-hreokopia-sto

